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Collinear wakefield acceleration has been long-established as a method capable of generating ultra-
high acceleration gradients. Due to the success on this front, recently, more efforts have shifted
towards developing methods to raise the transformer ratio (TR). This figure of merit is defined as
the ratio of the peak acceleration field behind the drive bunch to the peak deceleration field inside
the drive bunch. TR is always less than two for temporally symmetric drive bunch distributions
and therefore recent efforts have focused on generating asymmetric distributions to overcome this
limitation. In this paper, we report on using the emittance-exchange method to generate a shaped
drive bunch to experimentally demonstrate a TR ≈ 5 in a dielectric wakefield accelerator.

Beam-driven collinear wakefield accelerators (CWA)15

are promising candidates for next generation linear col-16

liders and compact short-wavelength multiuser free elec-17

tron laser (FEL) facilities [1–4]. In this scheme, a trail-18

ing low-charge witness electron bunch gets accelerated by19

the wakefield excited by a preceding high-charge drive20

electron bunch traveling on the same path in a high21

impedance structure, such as dielectric-loaded waveguide22

or a medium, such as plasma [5–7]. Two key figures of23

merit in the CWA scheme are the accelerating gradient24

(Ez) and the transformer ratio (TR), which both depend25

on the temporal distribution of the drive bunch [8]. TR26

is defined as the ratio of peak acceleration field (E+
z )27

behind the drive bunch to the peak deceleration field28

(E−z ) inside the drive bunch [9]. It determines the max-29

imum energy gain of the witness bunch when the drive30

bunch loses all of its energy in a CWA linac of length Ll:31

∆E = e ·Ll ·E+
z = e ·Ll ·TR ·E−z , where e is the electron32

charge. If TR is higher, then the required drive bunch33

energy is lower and the length of the CWA linac needed34

is shorter to achieve a given witness bunch energy gain.35

This implies that the construction cost of a CWA facility36

could be significantly lowered by raising TR.37

Since TR is always less than two for temporally38

symmetric drive bunch distributions and linear media39

[10, 11], generating asymmetric distributions to overcome40

this limitation has become an active area of research.41

The first successful method to overcome this limit used a42

ramped train of drive bunches with progressively increas-43

ing charge to experimentally demonstrate TR of 2.3, sub-44

sequently increased to 3.4 [12–14]. However, since TR is45

proportional to the length of the train, it becomes diffi-46

cult to increase TR significantly above this level due to47

the high charge requirement. Other researchers have de-48

veloped methods for shaping the temporal distribution of49

a single drive bunch: laser-shaping at the photocathode50

method [15] and correlation-based methods [16, 17].51

In this Letter, we use an emittance-exchange (EEX)52

beamline to map the initial horizontal distribution into53

a precise final current profile [18]. Compared to previ-54

ous methods, the EEX method is capable of generating55

accurate temporal shapes due to the ease of controlling56

the transverse phase space distribution before the EEX57

beamline via a mask [19]. We report on the observation58

of a high transformer ratio generated by a shaped drive59

bunch with a quasi-triangular current profile generated60

by the EEX beamline at the Argonne Wakefield Acceler-61

ator (AWA) [20]. In contrast with previous experiments,62

where TR was indirectly measured or referred, we were63

able to directly measure TR due to the development of a64

novel single-shot wakefield mapping method. The results65

demonstrate that TR higher than 4.5 is achieved.66

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A 20-nC,67

8 MeV electron bunch is generated by an L-band 1.5 cell68

photoinjector and accelerated by 6 standing-wave acceler-69

ating structures (not shown) to 48 MeV. The linac phase70

is negative 15 degree with respect to crest (0◦) in order to71

suppress the energy chirp. This bunch is then sent into72

the experimental area containing the EEX beamline con-73

sisting of the transverse-deflecting cavity (TDC1) flanked74

by two identical dogleg sections.75

Considering an electron with an initial horizontal76

phase space coordinate (xi, x
′
i), its final longitudinal po-77

sition at the downstream of the EEX beamline is given by78
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FIG. 1. Schematic of beamline, B, TDC, Q, DLS and SPEC stand for dipole, transverse deflecting cavity, quadrupole,
dielectric-loaded structure and spectrometer. YAG represents the beam image observation station.

zf = {κξ+Sx[η+κξ(L+LD)]}xi under the thin-lens and79

linear dynamics approximation while ignoring collective80

effects [20]. In the previous equation, all the coordinates81

are referenced with respect to the bunch barycenter, the82

parameter Sx ≡ x′i/xi refers to linear relationship be-83

tween x′i and xi, κ is the dimensionless TDC strength, ξ84

and η refer to the momentum compaction factor and dis-85

persion associated with one dogleg, L and LD represent86

the R12 term of dogleg transport matrix and the drift87

length between TDC1 and dipole, respectively. Based88

on this principle, an arbitrary horizontal distribution at89

entrance of the EEX can be mapped to the longitudinal90

space at the exit of the EEX with a linear compression91

factor equal to the term inside the curly braces.92

A tungsten mask, which is shown in Fig. 1, is placed at93

the entrance to the EEX to tailor the drive bunch into a94

quasi-triangular horizontal shape and the witness bunch95

into a rectangular horizontal shape whose length is at96

least twice as the designed fundamental wakefield wave-97

length. These horizontal distributions are mapped by the98

EEX into longitudinal ones and sent into a dielectric-99

loaded structure (DLS) with a variable gap for wake-100

field excitation and measurement. The DLS geometry101

is shown in top right corner of Fig. 1, its dielectric liner102

consists of a 150-µm thickness layer of quartz with a per-103

mittivity εr = 3.75 and copper coating on one side. The104

total length LS and width a of the structure is 15 cm105

and 1.27 cm. The largest achievable gap b (vacuum re-106

gion between the two layers of quartz) reaches 3.1 cm107

corresponding to the case where the wakefield is 10,000108

times weaker than the gap of 2.5 mm. During our exper-109

iment, the gap size was set to 2.5± 0.2 mm and 2.1± 0.2110

mm corresponding to a predicted fundamental wakefield111

frequency of 121.9+4.1
−3.7 and 130.7+5.3

−4.7 GHz, respectively.112

Downstream of the DLS, the diagnostic beamline con-113

sists of a vertical TDC2 (kicks beam in the y-direction)114

and a horizontal spectrometer (bends the beam in the115

x-direction), for measurement of the longitudinal phase116

space (LPS). This allows for a single-shot wakefield map-117

ping to explicitly measure TR. A slit with a vertical aper-118

ture 100 µm is placed between the DLS and TDC2 to119

improve the resolution of energy measurement [21]. The-120

oretical analysis indicates that the LPS system has an121

energy resolution of 30 keV and time resolution is 0.124122

ps.123
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FIG. 2. Beam Image From Experiment: (a) Drive and wit-
ness transverse distribution at YAG1, red line refers to pro-
jection. (b) Longitudinal profile measurement result of drive
bunch at YAG2. (c-d) Drive and witness bunch at YAG3 with
wakefield on/off. (e-f) Witness bunch at YAG3 with wakefield
on/off.
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The experimental results are shown in Figure 2. The126

horizontal beam distribution observed at YAG1 is shown127
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in Fig. 2 (a). At this location the beam is tailored128

transversely by the mask to form a quasi-triangular drive129

bunch and long rectangular witness bunch [as seen in130

the projection of Fig. 2 (a)]. Downstream of the EEX131

beamline, the time-domain distribution of drive bunch is132

measured by TDC2 as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The sharp133

tail of the triangle is slightly stretched due to coherent134

synchrotron radiation (CSR) [22] in the dogleg. The se-135

quences of images in Fig. 2(c-f) were taken at YAG3136

located behind the spectrometer with TDC2 on and rep-137

resent the single-shot measurement of the LPS for dif-138

ferent DLS configurations. In (c) and (e), Wakefield-on139

corresponds to a DLS gap of 2.5 mm, while in (d) and (f),140

wakefield-off refers to a DLS gap of 31 mm. All the ma-141

chine parameters were kept identical while taking data142

except for the DLS gap size. The shaped drive bunch in143

the wakefield-on case excites a wakefield which modulates144

the trailing witness bunch energy distribution as seen in145

Fig. 2(c). In the contrast, in the wakefield-off case, both146

the drive and witness have their LPS unaltered, see Fig.147

2(d). The transmitted charge of the drive bunch after148

the DLS is 2.08+0.15
−0.10 nC and the witness is 1.06+0.10

−0.08 nC.149

Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 2(f) indicate that the witness-bunch150

charge is high enough to induce a self-modulation which151

is taken into account during the analysis below.152

The wakefield generated by the measured drive bunch153

distribution is calculated from Fig. 2(c-f) in the fol-154

lowing steps. First, the LPS envelope is extracted out155

from the individual images as exemplified in Fig. 3(a),156

where the witness self-wakefield modulation is subtracted157

out. Second, the average profile of each LPS envelope158

is calculated as shown in Fig. 3(b). Since the wake-159

field measurement is sensitive to the drive charge level160

as well as its energy jitter, the average profile fluctuation161

in the LPS is computed over several shots as presented162

in Fig. 3(c). Finally, the average LPS associated with163

the wakefield-off case is subtracted from the wakefield-on164

case to yield the wakefield generated by the shaped drive165

bunch as exhibited in Fig. 3(d). TR is calculated as166

the ratio of the maximum witness-bunch energy gain to167

the maximum drive-bunch energy loss from the measured168

wakefield data, and the error bar is calculated from the169

average profile fluctuation shown in Fig. 3(c).170

We calculated the analytical wakefield of the DLS with171

a code using the method published in [23] and the mea-172

sured current profile. The total field induced in the173

DLS can be constructed as a sum of eigen-modes, which174

are commonly categorized as longitudinal section mag-175

netic (LSMmn) modes and longitudinal section electric176

(LSEmn) modes [24], where m and n refer to index of177

roots for dispersion equations. For a given gap size, di-178

electric material, dielectric layer thickness and width, the179

Green’s function associated with each eigen-mode is cal-180

culated. Here we use a 1-D longitudinal charge distri-181

bution for the drive and witness bunch traveling on the182

center axis of the DLS. We used 80 x-modes and 10 y-183

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIG. 3. Reconstructed longitudinal phase space and mea-
sured wakefield: (a) Longitudinal phase space full envelope.
(b)Average profile in LPS. (c) Average profiles error bar in
LPS. (d) Measured energy gain induced by wakefield.

modes of both LSMmn and LSEmn since contributions184

from the higher order modes are down by a factor of185

2,500. The longitudinal wakefield is computed from,186

Wz(t) =

∫ t

0

80∑
m=1

10∑
n=1

I(τ)Gmn(t− τ)dτ (1)

where Gmn(t) represents the Green’s function associated187

with each eigen-mode and I(t) refers to the drive bunch188

current profile measured from Fig. 2(b).189

The measured wakefield (Fig. 4(a)) is compared to the190

analytical wakefield (Eq. 1) and used to calulate TR for191

a DLS gap of 2.5 mm. The measured gradients inside and192

behind the drive bunch are in good agreement with the193

analytic predictions including the wakefields in the region194

near the tail of drive bunch. (The reason the tail of the195

drive bunch gets accelerated is due to roll-off of the tail.)196

The value of TR measured from this figure is 4.65± 1.21197

which is also in good agreement with the analytical value198

of 4.51. Note that the measured maximum energy gain of199

the witness bunch is not due to the first acceleration peak200

since the intercepting mask had a minimum separation of201

5 mm and therefore the witness bunch could not sample202

the first peak. Instead, the witness bunch samples the203

second acceleration peak of the wakefield where the peak204

field is 2.05 MV/m. Measuring the wakefields inside the205

drive bunch is typically challenging [25] but our single-206

shot LPS measurement method allows us to observe the207

energy modulation in this region and it agrees well with208

the analytical one. The measured maximum decelerat-209

ing gradient inside the drive bunch is 0.44 MV/m. The210

discrepancy between the measured and analytical value211

of TR comes primarily from the measurement resolution212

of the drive bunch energy loss. In the LPS image (Fig.213

2), the energy calibration is 9 keV/pixel but the max-214

imum drive bunch energy loss is only approimately 66215
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. (a-b) Comparison between measured and analytical
wakefield induced by drive bunch when the gap is 2.5 mm
(a)/ 2.1 mm (b).

keV, and the data shows that the relative error bar of216

measured TR is 26%. Finally, the measured wakefield217

shows the time difference between the two peaks behind218

drive bunch is 7.9 ps, which is close to the analytical219

value of 8.1 ps. Therefore, the frequency spectrum of the220

measured wakefield is close to the analytic one. The de-221

cay of the wakefield amplitude seen in Fig. 4(a) is due to222

dissipation and multi-mode effects.223

We note that there is some discrepancy between the224

measured and analytic wakefield amplitude which we225

think arises for two reasons. The first reason is that226

the boundary condition of the DLS in the experiment is227

an open boundary (adjacent region in the x-direction is228

vacuum), however, the Green’s function is derived from229

a closed boundary (electric wall) rectangular waveguide230

model for simplicity since there is no concise analytical231

solution for an open boundary and the results from nu-232

merical simulation tools are limited by the finite mesh.233

This will act to increase the shunt impedance of the eigen-234

modes which overestimates the wakefield amplitude in235

the theoretical model because some of the wakefield en-236

ergy radiates out from the open boundary during the ex-237

periment. The second reason is that the width of the DLS238

in the x-direction is finite so the Green’s function depends239

on the transverse coordinates. The Green’s function we240

used for the calculation is derived from the central axis241

(x = 0, y = 0) which is larger than the off-axes position.242

Since we used strong transverse focusing to transport the243

beam through the DLS during the experiment, the beam244

size at the extrance and exit of DLS may be comparable245

to the structure width there. This means that some of246

the bunch contributes less energy to the wakefield than247

on-axis calculation thus causing the measured wakefield248

amplitude value to be lower than the analytical one.249

The measured wakefield (Fig. 4(b)) was also compared250

to the analytical wakefield (Eq. 1) and used to calulate251

TR for a DLS gap of 2.1 mm. Since the drive bunch was252

the same as the 2.5 mm case above, the higher frequency253

of this DLS structure should yield a higher TR [15]. The254

transmitted drive charge after the DLS is 1.66 nC in this255

case. Compared with the larger 2.5 mm gap DLS, the256

modulation inside drive bunch is more obvious but closely257

follows the analytic curve. The measured TR of 4.94 ±258

1.53 is again in very good agreement with the analytically259

predicted value of 4.86.260

In conclusion, a quasi-triangle shaped bunch is gen-261

erated using the EEX method and the transformer ra-262

tio of this shaped bunch is successfully measured using263

the single-shot wakefield mapping method. These results264

demonstrate that TR values in excess of 4.5 are attained265

which is much higher than the limit of 2 for symmet-266

ric current profiles. This result shows the feasibility of267

a factor of 2 reduction of the linac length or a factor of268

2 increase of the achievable witness energy compared to269

using a drive beam with symmetric longitudinal current270

distribution in the collinear wakefield accelerator. This271

is a necessary step to realize a realistic CWA for future272

high-energy colliders or light sources.273
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